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Abstract

In this paper we propose that Aristotelian en-
thymemes play a role in the resources avail-
able to dialogue participants. We take as our
point of departure the idea that every individ-
ual has a set of linguistic resources that are
formed and reformed through interaction with
other individuals and context.

We regard enthymemes as dependent record
types, functions which map contexts modelled
as records, corresponding to the premises of
the enthymeme, to a record type which mod-
els a proposition corresponding to the conclu-
sion of the enthymeme. The advantage of us-
ing record types is that they give us seman-
tic objects corresponding to enthymemes (as
opposed to textual objects such as inference
rules) and a straightforward way of general-
izing, restricting and combining enthymemes
thereby giving a theory of how agents can ex-
pand and reform their rhetorical resources on
the basis of experience.

1 Introduction

Consider the interpretation of rise in (1):

(1) Cherrilyn: Yeah I mean 〈pause〉 dog
hairs rise anyway so

Fiona: What do you mean, rise?
Cherrilyn: The hair 〈pause〉 it rises up-

stairs.

BNC file KBL, sentences 4201–4203

Cooper (fthc) discusses the exchange in (1), mak-
ing the point that without Fiona’s clarification re-

quest and the consequent clarification by Cherrilyn,
we would be unlikely to get at the appropriate mean-
ing of rise. We agree with this, but would like to add
that even though “upstairs” in the clarification en-
sures that the utterance of “rise” in question denotes
a directional motion rather than an increase of an
angle in relation to some landmark, in this case the
body of a dog, we still do not fully understand the
meaning of Cherrilyn’s initial utterance. If we con-
sider a larger excerpt from the same dialogue as in
(2), we get a better idea of what is really going on.

We argue that one aspect of understanding an ex-
change such as (2) is to understand the argumenta-
tion involved, which includes not only a knowledge
of basic argument forms, but also an understand-
ing of what notions are acceptable as bases for ar-
guments in a particular context. We suggest a the-
ory of enthymemes, inspired by Aristotle’s Rhetoric
and previously discussed in Breitholtz and Villing
(2008), Breitholtz (2010). We argue that, in a game-
board or information state update approach to dia-
logue (Ginzburg, 1994; Cooper et al., 2000; Lars-
son, 2002; Ginzburg, fthc), rhetorical arguments
point to a notion of Enthymemes under Discus-
sion (EUD), similar to Questions under Discussion
(QUD). A theory of enthymemes as rhetorical re-
sources focuses on the interplay between argumen-
tative structure and the rhetorical resources that an
agent utilises when engaged in dialogue. Such an
argumentative structure can be relevant over many
turns in a dialogue and may be available in the back-
ground during the course of a whole dialogue. In this
respect our proposal differs from theories of rhetor-
ical relations as presented for example in SDRT
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(2) Cherrilyn: Most dogs aren’t allowed up
〈pause〉 upstairs.
He’s allowed to go wherever
he wants 〈pause〉 do what-
ever he likes.

Fiona : Too right!
So they should!
Shouldn’t they?

Cherrilyn: Yeah I mean 〈pause〉 dog
hairs rise anyway so

Fiona: What do you mean, rise?
Cherrilyn: The hair 〈pause〉 it rises up-

stairs.
I mean I, you know friends
said it was, oh God I
wouldn’t allow mine upstairs
because of all the 〈pause〉
dog hairs!
Oh well 〈pause〉 they go up
there anyway.

Fiona: So, but I don’t know what
it is, right, it’s only a few
bloody hairs!

BNC file KBL, sentences 4196–4206

(Asher and Lascarides, 2003) where the focus is on
pairwise relations between utterances such as con-
trast, elaboration and narration.

In this paper we first give an account of en-
thymemes and their role in argumentative structure
(section 2). We then (section 3) give an account of
how enthymemes figure in rhetorical resources em-
ployed in a dialogue. In section 4 we apply the the-
ory we have developed to example (2). Finally (sec-
tion 5), we draw some conclusions.

2 Dialogue and Argumentative Structure

Despite being central in rhetoric and argumentation
analysis, enthymemes have been little studied within
linguistics. However, enthymemes are frequently
relevant for the type of data studied by linguists.
For some examples of this, and a general discussion
of enthymemes in dialogue, see Jackson and Jacobs
(1980), Breitholtz and Villing (2008). The general
definition of an enthymeme as it occurs in Aristo-

tle’s Rhetoric is that it is a deductive argument that
has the form of a syllogism, but is not logical since
it is often based on what is accepted or likely rather
than what is logically valid, and not all premises that
are needed to form a logical argument are expressed.
The argument patterns that enthymemes are derived
from are referred to as topoi (sg. topos). For exam-
ple, in (3)

(3) a. A person who had beaten his father,
has also beaten his neighbour

(Rhetoric, II.23.4)

the topos is that of “the more and the less”, which
is basically a notion about scalarity, that in this case
would correspond to the, slightly more specific, ar-
gument that if something is the case in a situation
when it should be less expected, then it is proba-
bly the case in a situation where it should be more
expected. However, in order to derive a premise
that would actually make (3) true, we need several
other - even more specific - inference rules. It is
not clear how we should distinguish between these
and the topoi at the top of the hierarchy of inference
rules, and there are various interpretations of Aristo-
tle’s texts. A very useful discussion is given in Rapp
(2010). We use the term ‘enthymeme’ rather than
the more general ‘argument’ since the term has been
widely employed in rhetoric building on Aristotle’s
original ideas and we wish to emphasize the impor-
tance of rhetorical notions in the kind of dialogue
analysis we are interested in. Also we feel that Aris-
totle’s views on rhetoric have a contribution to make
to the semantic and pragmatic analysis of dialogue
and that this has so far been underexploited in the
semantic literature, in contrast, for example, to Aris-
totle’s ideas relating to aspectual classes. However,
our proposal is not meant as an exegesis of Aristo-
tle’s text but rather a modern theory inspired by Aris-
totle’s ideas, and since enthymemes and topoi can be
modelled by the same type of semantic objects, we
will not attempt to make any precise distinction be-
tween the two, but refer to the more specified rules
of inference as enthymemes and the more general
ones as topoi.

We model enthymemes and topoi using TTR
(type theory with records) (Cooper, 2005a; Cooper,
2005b; Cooper, fthc; Ginzburg, fthc) which ex-
ploits a large literature on record types from the
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computer science literature (Tasistro, 1997; Betarte,
1998; Betarte and Tasistro, 1998; Coquand et al.,
2004, among many other references). We will rep-
resent both enthymemes and topoi as functions from
records to record types. These can be regarded as
dependent record types, that is, objects which when
provided with an object of a certain type will return
a record type. A record is a set of fields which are in
turn a pair of a label (or attribute) and a value. Thus
a field in a record is like an attribute-value pair in
a feature structure. Like feature structures, records
are required to have only one field with a given la-
bel. Record types are like records except that where
records have values in their fields, record types have
types – the type to which the value should belong.
A record, r, is of a given record type, T , just in case
for every field in T , there is a corresponding field
with the same label in r and the object in the cor-
responding field in r is of the type specified in the
corresponding field in T . Note that r may in addi-
tion contain other fields with labels not occurring in
T and will still be of type T . We will thus consider
functions of the form in (4)

(4) λr:T1(T2[r])

where T1 and T2[r] (given some value for r) are
record types. Here we are using a more or less stan-
dard λ-notation for functions where λx:T (A) rep-
resents a function that for any object x of type T
will return A. The exact nature of A will normally
depend on which x the function was applied to and
this fact is represented by the notation A[x]. In the
definition of particular functions this notation is nor-
mally not necessary since ‘x’ will occur within the
representation of A, as we will see in the examples
immediately below. The intuitive idea is that when
we observe a situation, represented as a record r of
type T1, we can draw the conclusion that there is
a situation of type T2[r]. The function just returns a
type but does not tell us what situation is of this type.
The type T1 thus corresponds to the premises of the
enthymeme/topos and T2[r] to the conclusion. (5) is
a simple example of an enthymeme from Aristotle
(2007).

(5) a. [he] is sick, for he has a fever
(Rhetoric, I.2.18)

b. λr:
[

x:Ind
chas fever:has fever(x)

]

(
[
csick:sick(r.x)

]
)

Here we are using record types that use types
of situations constructed with predicates such as
‘has fever’ and ‘sick’. If a is an individual then
has fever(a) is the type of situation where a has
fever. Similarly sick(a) is the type of situation where
a is sick. Note that what is used in (5b) are depen-
dent versions of these types. That is, exactly which
situation type you get in the field labelled chas fever

in the type characterizing the domain of the function
depends on the object which occurs in the x-field of
r. The same is true for the field labelled csick in the
body of the function. In the former the dependence
is represented by ‘x’ referring to the x-field in the
type to which r belongs. In the latter the depen-
dence is external to the record type returned by the
function and thus we have to be explicit in referring
to the x-field of r using the standard notation r.x to
refer to the object in the x-field of r.

(5) is an example of what Aristotle (in Kennedy’s
translation) calls an “irrefutable sign” since any-
body who has a fever is indeed sick. In modern
terms we would say that this corresponds to a non-
defeasible inference. However, enthymemes can
also be “refutable” which we might regard as cor-
responding to a defeasible inference. An example of
this is given in (6).

(6) a. it is a sign of fever that somebody
breathes rapidly

(Rhetoric, I.2.18)

b. λr:
[

x:Ind
cbreathe rapidly:breathe rapidly(x)

]

(
[
chas fever:has fever(r.x)

]
)

This means that if you observe somebody breathing
rapidly, it might be the case the you draw the con-
clusion that they have fever. However, if you do this
you might be wrong. Aristotle thus recognizes the
importance of defeasible inference in human reason-
ing.

An advantage of modelling enthymemes as func-
tions is that the functions are semantic objects which
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can be manipulated in the theory of resources which
we sketch below. An alternative is to consider en-
thymemes to be rules of inference in a logical rep-
resentation, that is, textual objects. But that would
mean that we have to include such textual objects
in our semantic domain. It might also mean that
we have to deal with the exact nature of a defea-
sible logic. However, Aristotle seems to us to be
suggesting that the rhetorical use of enthymemes
is not linked to a single logic, in contrast to syl-
logisms. Rather they represent rhetorical strategies
which people use in order to convince others of cer-
tain propositions. Our functions represent an asso-
ciation of two types rather than a logical rule of in-
ference and thus they do not commit us to rationality
or consistency, which seems to us appropriate for the
kind of reasoning that humans engage in. This is not
to say that rationality and consistency are not desir-
able constraints. But we would like to be able to
model agents who do not live up to such constraints.
The fact that our functions associate one type with
another also makes them similar in an important re-
spect to the model of associative reasoning in Shastri
(1999), where inference corresponds to a transient
propagation of rhythmic activity over cell-clusters
that represent relational knowledge such as frames
and schemas.

An advantage of using record types to model en-
thymemes is that this gives us straightforward ways
to manipulate them, creating new enthymemes from
old ones. This will become important in the theory
of resources we describe below. For example, we
may wish to specify (6b) so that it applies to only
one individual Socrates. This we can do by employ-
ing TTR’s manifest fields (Coquand et al., 2004) as
in (7).

(7) λr:
[

x=socrates:Ind
cbreathe rapidly:breathe rapidly(x)

]

(
[
chas fever:has fever(r.x)

]
)

The manifest field
[
x=socrates:Ind

]
requires the ob-

ject in the x-field not only to be of type Ind but in
addition to be identical with the particular object
‘socrates’ of that type. In our discussion of resources
below we will characterize other operations which
can be performed on enthymemes.

In dialogue it is not unusual that we not only want

to convince others that certain propositions are true,
but we also want to persuade them to act in certain
ways. To be able to include this type of enthymeme
in our resources we need to introduce an “action en-
thymeme”, in which the conclusion is an exhortation
to act in a certain way. (8) is an Aristotelian example
of this kind of enthymeme.

(8) a. As a mortal, do not cherish immortal
anger

(Rhetoric, II.21.6 )

b. λr:
[

x:Ind
cmortal:mortal(x)

]

(! do not cherish immortal anger(r.x))

The notation ‘! do not cherish immortal anger(r.x)’
in (8) is an informal notation representing an imper-
ative. We do not commit ourselves to any particular
analysis of imperatives in this paper.

3 Rhetorical Resources in Dialogue

We propose to add rhetorical resources in the form
of collections of enthymemes to the kind of re-
sources discussed in Larsson (2007), Cooper and
Ranta (2008), Larsson and Cooper (2009), Cooper
and Larsson (2009), Cooper (fthc). The leading
idea of this work is that linguistic agents have var-
ious language resources available which they can
use to construct a particular language suitable to the
purposes of the dialogue at hand. Resources will
include traditional “linguistic components” such as
grammar, lexicon and semantics. An important part
of the theory we are developing is that these re-
sources are dynamic in that they may be affected
by speech events occurring during the course of a
dialogue. This is particularly apparent in language
acquisition situations as discussed, for example, in
Larsson and Cooper (2009). Our need to coordi-
nate language with our interlocutors is, we believe,
paramount in driving language acquisition. How-
ever, it persists into the mature language as well. In
particular the ability to coordinate meaning in dia-
logue and handle innovative utterances is always im-
portant for dialogic interaction. Our view is that lin-
guistic agents do not have one monolithic collection
of resources, but rather that different resources can
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be applied in different domains and situations. Re-
sources can be local to one particular dialogue as we
struggle to make sense of what our dialogue partners
are saying or to convey concepts for which we do
not yet have linguistic expressions. Certain ad hoc
resources may not survive a particular conversation.
Others may be limited to a small set of interlocutors
or particular subject matter. They may progress to be
part of our more general linguistic resources which
we feel we can use with any speaker of the language.

If enthymemes are to be included as rhetorical re-
sources, then it becomes important for us to be able
to relate enthymemes to each other and have well-
defined operations for creating new enthymemes on
the basis of old. We propose three operations on en-
thymemes that can be used for this:

• generalization

• restriction (or specification)

• composition

These are variants of common operations on func-
tions which are employed in formal systems. Gen-
eralization has to do with making a function more
generally applicable. For example, if a function ap-
plies to dogs which have hairs, then we can general-
ize that function to one that applies to dogs in gen-
eral. Restriction is the opposite, that is, making a
function less generally applicable. For example, if
we have a function which applies to dogs in general
we can restrict it to be a function which applies only
to dogs which are upstairs. Composition has to do
with combining two functions into one, that is, if we
have a function from A to B and another function
fromB toC, then we can compose the two functions
into a single function from A to C. For example,
if we have a function which maps from situations
where there is a dog upstairs to a type of situation
where there are dog hairs upstairs and another func-
tion which maps from a situation where there are
dog hairs upstairs to a type of situation where this is
undesirable we can compose this to a function which
maps from situations where there is a dog upstairs to
a type of situation where this is undesirable.1

1This example is not exactly an example of standard func-
tion composition as should become clear below.

In the discussion below we show how these no-
tions interact in an interesting way with the notion
of record type. For example, generalization can be
achieved by removing a field from a record type and
restriction by adding a field. Notice that these opera-
tions on enthymemes need not be logically justified.
For example, just because something holds for dogs
with hairs does not mean that it will hold for dogs
in general. It is an important point about rhetorical
manipulations that, even though they can be made
formally precise, they are not in general based on
valid logical inference.2

We start with an enthymeme about dog hairs
which is relevant to the domain of the dialogue in
(2). This is given in (9). Intuitively this function

(9) a. “If a dog with hairs is at a particular
location at a certain time, then there
will be a subsequent time at which hairs
from that dog will be at that location.”
i.e. “Dogs with hairs shed”

b. λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
y:{Ind}
chairs:hairs(y)
cof:of(y,x)
e-loc:Loc
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)




(




z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,r.x)
e-time1:Time
c<:r.t<t
cbe1 :be(z,r.e-loc,e-time)




)

maps from a situation in which there is a dog and a
set of hairs (the notation {Ind} represents the type of
sets of individuals) which are “of” the dog and the
dog is present at a given location and time to a type
of situations where there is a set of hairs of the dog
at a later time at the same location.

2The fact that something can be made formally precise does
not, of course, entail that it is morally desirable. As linguists,
we are trying to build a theory of behavioural phenomena rather
than prescribe proper behaviour.
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Generalization. Notice that the type that (9b) re-
turns (the “conclusion”) does not depend on the
field labelled with ‘y’ in the domain type (the
“premises”). Thus we can consider generalizing this
enthymeme by removing the ‘y’-field from the do-
main type. We cannot simply do this, however, since
there are other fields in the domain type which de-
pend on the ‘y’-field, namely those labelled chairs
and cof. If we are to remove the ‘y’-field then we
must also remove these two fields if we are to ob-
tain a well-typed function. There is nothing in the
returned type that depends on these fields either.
Therefore, (10) is a generalization of (9). This says

(10) λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)




(




z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,r.x)
e-time1:Time
c<:r.t<t
cbe1 :be(z,r.e-loc,e-time)




)

that if a dog is at a certain place at a certain time
there will be dog hairs at that place at a later time.
Note that this generalization is not by any means the
result of a logical operation, that is, (10) does not in
any way follow from the previous enthymeme.

Restriction. Restriction (or specification) can in-
volve adding a field to the domain type. In (11)
we add the information that the location is upstairs.
Thus (11) says that if a dog is upstairs there will be
dog hairs upstairs.

Composition. In order to talk about composition
of two enthymemes we first need to talk about fixed-
point types for enthymemes. If ε1 is the enthymeme
in (11), then a fixed-point type for ε1 is a type T
such that a : T implies a : ε1(a). Such a type can be
obtained by merging the domain type and the result
type, adjusting the references to r in the dependen-
cies, as in (12).

(11) λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)




(




z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,r.x)
e-time1:Time
c<:r.e-time<e-time1
cbe1 :be(z,r.e-loc,e-time1)




)

(12)




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)
z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,x)
e-time1:Time
c<:t<t
cbe1 :be(z,e-loc,e-time1)




We will refer to this type as F(ε1).
Now consider the enthymeme in (13): “dog hairs

upstairs is an undesirable situation”.

(13) λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,x)
e-time1:Time
cbe1 :be(z,e-loc,e-time1)




(
[
cundesirable:undesirable(r)

]
)

Call (13) ε2. Note that F(ε1) is a subtype of the
domain type of ε2. This is a condition which must
be fulfilled in order to be able to compose ε1 with
ε2. The composition of ε1 and ε2, ε1 ◦ ε2, is (14).

(14) λr : F(ε1)(
[
cundesirable:undesirable(r)

]
)
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From this, by generalization, we can obtain a useful
enthymeme: “Dogs upstairs is an undesirable situa-
tion” given in (15).

(15) λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)




(
[
cundesirable:undesirable(r)

]
)

4 The Dog Hairs Dialogue

Let us now revisit the excerpt in (2) and look at
what happens in terms of enthymemes and the op-
erations on enthymemes described in section 3. We
are not of course claiming that we can determine the
exact resources that any particular dialogue partici-
pant would have at their disposal when taking part
in this dialogue. Rather we set ourselves the task
of describing what enthymemes could be used by an
agent in order to take part in this dialogue. Thus the
questions tackled by our theory are more like those
which would have to be approached by a dialogue
system implementor who wants to design an agent
that could take part in this dialogue. There are an un-
limited number of enthymemes which could achieve
the same result. What is important is to show that
our theory enables us to formulate at least one of
these in order to get the desired dialogue behaviour.

The dialogue in (2) is essentially about whether
dogs should be allowed everywhere in the house,
more specifically - upstairs. Cherrilyn claims that
most dogs are not allowed upstairs, alluding to the
enthymeme in (15)- “dogs upstairs is an undesirable
situation”. She then continues by saying that her
dog is allowed to go wherever he wants, thus chal-
lenging (15) . However, she still seems to accept
the enthymeme in (13) “dog hairs upstairs are un-
desirable”. Cherrilyn supports the decision to allow
her dog upstairs with the assertion that “dog hairs
rise” or, after Fiona’s clarification request that they
“rise upstairs”. This seems to be referring to an en-
thymeme something like (16).

(16) a. if there are doghairs downstairs at some
point in time there will be doghairs up-
stairs at a later point in time

b. λr:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
y:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(y)
cof1 :of(y,x)
e-loc:Loc
cdownstairs:downstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(y,e-loc,e-time)




(




z:{Ind}
chairs1 :hairs(z)
cof1 :of(z,r.x)
e-loc1:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time1:Time
c<:r.e-time<e-time1
cbe1 :be(z,e-loc1,e-time1)




)

We also need new enthymemes linking what
should be allowed to what is desirable or undesir-
able.

(17) a. λr:
[

s :Rec
cdesirable:desirable(s)

]

(!allow(r.s))

b. λr:
[

s :Rec
cundesirable:undesirable(s)

]

(!disallow(r.s))

We would like to compose (15) with (17b). For
technical reasons having to do with the predication
of the complete record r rather than a field in r we
cannot form a fixed point type from (15) but need to
work with the variant (18).

(18) λr:




s:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)







(
[
cundesirable:undesirable(r.s)

]
)

From (18) and (17b) we can obtain (19) by compo-
sition and generalization.
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(19) λr:




s:




x:Ind
cdog:dog(x)
e-loc:Loc
cupstairs:upstairs(e-loc)
e-time:Time
cbe:be(x,e-loc,e-time)







(!disallow(r.s))

The enthymeme (19) is central to the discussion
in (2). There is also in the background a similar en-
thymeme with the conclusion that dogs should be
allowed upstairs on the basis of this being a desir-
able situation. Perhaps if you allow dogs upstairs
you do not need to discipline your dog to make it
stay downstairs, or you like your dog and want to
maximise the time you spend with it.

Given that “dog hairs rise”, i.e. (16), there will
be dog hairs upstairs whether you allow your dog
upstairs or not. To interpret Cherrilyn’s utterance
about dog hairs we need to assume that if two differ-
ent actions lead to the same, undesirable situation,
and you have to choose between the two, you should,
if possible, choose one that also has some desirable
consequence. So there is a question of balancing
the undesirable consequences of dogs upstairs with
the desirable consequences. Cherrilyn’s point is that
it does not matter which of these takes precedence,
since both options – allow dog upstairs or not allow
dog upstairs – result in the same situation: hairs up-
stairs.

However, Fiona questions the enthymeme that
dogs should not be allowed upstairs from another
angle: She claims that dog hairs are not a serious
problem, which renders the discussion of whether
hairs get upstairs or not unneccessary. Here she is
challenging the enthymeme (13).

5 Conclusion

It has been suggested by Breitholtz and Villing
(2008) and Breitholtz (2010) that Aristotelian en-
thymemes contribute to coherence and help the pro-
cessing of spoken dialogue. In this paper we have
suggested how enthymemes can be used to repre-
sent the rhetorical resources that an agent needs to
draw common sense inferences and assign rhetorical
relations between utterances. The idea that rhetor-
ical resources include associations between types
that are established and reinforced over time in an

agent’s resources seems to resemble the work of
Shastri (1999) and colleagues on neural computa-
tion of reflexive reasoning and relational informa-
tion processing. This suggests to us that future work
might explore the idea that enthymematic rhetorical
resources could be neurally plausible.

The idea of rhetorical resources also ties in with
work on other types of linguistic resources which
have been represented in TTR. The fact that we can
represent resources for syntax as well as semantics
and rhetorical resources in one framework is theoret-
ically appealing as well as an advantage in the con-
text of dialogue modelling. It also means that if we
can find a neurological representation for our types
we will have found neurological representations in
all of these domains.
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